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I. Program Objectives

The program "Nanotechnology Infrared Optics for Astronomy Missions" will design and develop new,
nanotechnology techniques for infrared optical devices suitable for use in NASA space missions. The
proposal combines expertise from the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, the Naval Research
Laboratory, the Goddard Space Flight Center, and the Physics Department at the Queen Mary and
Westfield College in London, now relocated to the University of Cardiff, Cardiff, Wales. The method
uses individually tailored metal grids and layered stacks of metal mesh grids, both inductive (free-
standing) and capacitive (substrate-mounted), to produce various kinds of filters.

The program has the following goals:

1) Model FIR filter properties using electric-circuit analogs and near-field, EM diffraction cal-
culations;

2) Prototype fabrication of meshes on various substrates, with various materials, and of various
dimensions;

3) Test filter prototypes and iterate with the modeling programs;

4) Travel to related sites, including trips to Washington, D.C. (location of NRL and GSFC),
London (location of QMW), Cardiff, Wales, and Rome (location of ISO PMS project headquar-
ters);

5) Produce ancillary science, including both publication of testing on mesh performance and in-
frared astronomical science.

II. Progress Report

As of the preparation of this annual report in February 2003, we are pleased to report that we have
achieved success in all of the program goals, and have successfully fabricated a 6-layer, 3-stack in-
flared filter that works nearly exactly according to design at 38 pm.

We have presented our successful work at the January meeting of the AAS in Seattle, and we have
submitted for publication to Applied Physics Letters an article on the process. The two appendices
contain all the details pertinent to these results. We have also presented our work to the SOFIA Sci-
ence Team with the hope of using these filters on SOFIA instrumentation. An article on our new
process is scheduled to appear in the June Laser Focus World magazine. We can summarize our
achievements as follows:

A. Mesh Modeling

We have used the "MicroStripes" code (Flomerics, Inc.) to perform full-, near- and far-field diffraction
modeling of metal mesh performance on substrates. Our "Miles Code" software, which approximates
the full calculation in a quick, gui-based window, is useful as an iterative device by adjusting the in-
put parameters (index of refraction, thickness, etc.) to provide agreement with the full calculation.
However, despite the somewhat extravagant claims by the MicroStripes manufacturer, this code is
also not perfect because numerous free parameters must be set. Key among these, as identified in
our earlier papers and proposal documents, is the high frequency (i.e., far IR) character of the real
and imaginary parts of the index of refraction of the metal mesh, the high frequency character of the
real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction of the s_bstr_te, and the character of the interface
between the mesh and the substrate material, and in particular the suppression (or possible en-
hancement) of surface effects at the interface.



B. Filter Fabrication

After numerous sample fabrication and tests, we fabricated a multi-layer preliminary sample FIL-

TER by hand, here at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory X-Ray Laboratory. This sample
was measured, and from that we determined that our modeling and our fabrication was on solid
ground. We then proceeded to fabricate a monolithic filter, as described in the attached appendices.

C. Staff and Equipment Chang¢_

Dr. Ken Stewart of the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center has joined the team, and has been hired
by the Naval Research Laboratory's Remote Sensing Division. The Bruker IFS66v Mid and Far In-
frared Fourier Transform Spectrometer is now operational at NRL, and we have obtained both warm
and cold sample measurements.

We are excited to report that Dr. Oren Sternberg was a postdoctoral scientist at Smithsonian Astro-

physical Observatory, supported by this grant, during the fall of 2002. He has moved to a more per-
manent position with Jackie Fischer and Ken Stewart at the NRL. He is an expert on the Mi-

croStripes modeling of these filters, on metal mesh properties, and on the filter processes in general.

D. Other Programmatic Matter_

During this past year we have held a series of team meetings in DC and talks with our collaborators

at the University of Cardiff in Cardiff, Wales. We also attended the AAS meeting.

III. Program Plans

This marks the third and final year of the project and its full success. There remain a few items out-

standing, and we therefore are requesting a no-cost extension of one year to bring these to closure.
These include, for example, the publication of the results in a scientific journal (paper submitted and
currently in review). Some modest additional travel is anticipated in conjunction with this as well.
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Appendix A

Designer infrared filters from nanotechnology fabrication of

stacked metal lattices

Howard A. Smith, a

Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138

M. Rebbert, and O. Steinberg

Naval Research Laboratory, 4555 Overlook Ave. S.W., Washington, DC 20375

Electronic mail: hsmith @cfa.harvard.edu

(Submitted to Applied Physics Letters, December, 2002)

Abstract:

We have successfully designed and fabricated infrared filters for wavelengths _ 151am.

Unlike conventional filters, these consist of stacked metal grids whose geometries and

spacings are very much less than a wavelength. The individual lattice layers are assembled

using nanoelectronics techniques from gold on polyimide spacers; they resemble some

metallic photonic band gap (MPBG) structures. We successfully modeled these filters,

including the coupling of near-field electromagnetic modes, after iterative adjustments for

material properties. The geometrical parameters are easily altered, allowing for the

production of tuned infrared filters with predictable and useful transmission

characteristics. Although developed for astronomical instrumentation, the filters are

broadly applicable in systems across infrared and terahertz bands.
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Infrared filters are used to help define precisely the wavelength response of instruments, and

should have sharply defined spectral shapes with high in-band transmission (or blocking in the

case of band blocking devices) and excellent rejection outside the bands of interest. Cryogenic

operation is essential in the infrared to suppress self-emission, and filters must be able to

withstand cryogenic cycling without deterioration. Filters can be made, in rough analogy with

optical dielectric filters, by assembling partially reflective layers in quarter-wavelength-spaced

dielectric stacks. In practice, however, dielectric stacking is difficult in the infrared because of

the limited range of indices of refraction in infrared transmitting materials, the difficulty of

working with some of the exotic dielectric materials that are available, and the problematic

stability of thick stacks of quarter-wave spaced dielectrics under conditions of cryogenic cycling

or long-term exposure to moisture.

A pioneering alternative design for these layers was investigated by Ulrich _, who used metal

mesh grids made of wires or crosses. Such grids typically come in two forms, labeled according

to their electromagnetic transmission line theory analogs: inductive meshes, which can be free-

standing and are typically formed from an orthogonal pattern of narrow wires, and capacitive

meshes, which are the geometric inverse of inductive meshes and, as a result, are a series of

metal squares which must be supported by a substrate material. Simple cross-shaped structures,

dubbed "resonant crosses" because they are geometrically and electrically analogous to the

superposition of inductive and capacitive grids, can also be either free-standing ("inductive") or

not ("capacitive") in nature 23. Ulrich's designs have been successfully developed and

incorporated into submillimeter and far infrared filters 45, which typically have layer spacings of

2
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tens of microns or more, and can be assembled by hand. Metallic photonic band gap (MPBG)

structures - periodic metallic structures producing frequency regions in which electromagnetic

waves cannot propagate - possess some similar mechanical and electromagnetic properties 67.

There are at least three challenges to the task of extending the capabilities of submillimeter mesh

filters to shorter wavelengths, while improving their performance and obtaining high fabrication-

run yields: identify ways of precisely spacing the thin layers without introducing excessively

absorbent materials; perfect the actual fabrication steps, including the alignment control between

layers; and develop computer models that accurately predict the final products so that expensive

mistakes can be avoided. By taking advantage of new computational and manufacturing

techniques, we have achieved reasonable successes in all these areas, and to date we have made

filters for the 301am band using gold lattices photo-lithographically deposited onto layered

polyimide stacks.

The filter design for a 38_m band pass filter is shown schematically in Figure 1. It consists of

six layers: polyimide, inductive gold crosses, polyimide, capacitive gold squares, polyimide, and

inductive gold crosses. The inductive crosses are apertures with periodicity g=221am, and cross-

arm-length (g-2a) of 12.81am, while the capacitive (filled) squares have the same periodicity, and

sides 9.21am long. The layers are spaced at about _30 using polyimide, resulting in a total filter

thickness of about 4_m. These thin layers are much smaller than the spacings used, for example,

in some MPBG devices 6 , with one important benefit being the relatively high transmission in the

short wavelength passband.
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The basic transmission line analog for mesh filters developed by Ulrich has been extended 81° to

address the issues of electromagnetic wave coupling in the limit when the conductive layers are

in the near field, and is described more completely by Steinberg _i. Although the transmission

line analog remains useful even at the fractional-wavelength separations we use, the coefficients

in the expression for the transmittance become sensitive parameters of the design and must be

recalculated for each geometry. Our design was developed using the Micro-Stripes Program s,

which we tested and then modified with physical parameters based on comparisons with

preparatory laboratory samples and prototype filters. Figure 2 shows the Micro-Stripes results

when a polarized field is propagated through the filter. The figure shows both the currents in the

metal, and the field strengths and directions on resonance (frequency of 7.78THz) where the

transmission peaks near 70%. The figure illustrate how the spaced metal layers are induced to

produce strong surface currents that reflect the off-resonance radiation, while on-resonance

radiation (the resonance FWHM =5_tm) is transmitted. The good agreement between our models

and laboratory samples (Figure 3) gives us confidence that these effects are physical and the

models can be reliably modified. By tailoring the geometries of the lattices and their spacings

using these modeling insights, we can tune the final filter's transmission characteristics. One

drawback to the current model algorithm is its inability to calculate for wavelengths shorter than

the periodicity, which for our 381am filter is 221am.

The filters were made in the Naval Research Laboratory's Nanoelectronics Processing Facility,

and all dimensions were made to better than _-_. llam. Initially a <100> oriented N-type polished
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silicon wafer was cleaned and oxidized. (The oxide layer is a sacrificial layer to aid with the

removal of the filter element from the wafer at the end of the processing.) A thin layer (about

l_m) of polyimide (HD Microsystems PI-2611) was placed onto the surface by a spin coating

process and then cured; control of the spin speed and cure cycle provides a way of reproducing

films of a uniform thickness. Chrome (about 10 nm, for adhesion) and gold (100 nm) films were

then deposited onto the surface by metal evaporation. Optical lithography and wet chemical

etching was used to define the pattern into the metal film. The sequence of polyimide coating,

metal evaporation and optical lithographic pattern definition were repeated two more times to

build up a stack of three filter elements. Optical lithography makes it possible to etch a different

pattern in each metal layer and to accurately and precisely align the new layer to the previous

metal layer. In principle many more than three metal lattices can be laid down with this method.

The final step was the removal of the layered filter from the silicon wafer by immersion in a

dilute HF bath. Figure 4 shows a photograph of the filter after removal from the wafer. The

actual fabrication of the filter is an advancement over the stages originally pioneered for the

development of free-standing metal grids for use in the infrared as Fabry-Perot etalons 12-14.

The 38 pm filter was measured at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center with a Bruker Fourier

Transform Spectrometer; Figure 3 shows the measured, resultant transmission, with the Micro-

Stripes modeled filter shape superimposed. The agreement is very good (index of refraction of

polyimide of 1.65). Several samples from this fabrication run had double transmission peaks, or

secondary transmission maxima, on the wings of the main feature; some weak residuals of these

may be seen in Figure 3. These secondary bumps may be due to measurement or mounting
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errors, or to fabrication irregularities at some stage in the processing, and further investigation is

underway. There is one uniform, second order disagreement with the model: the measured filter

transmission has a long wavelength tail beyond 451am considerable higher than the model

predicts, and this disagreement is currently under study.

The most significant conclusion to be drawn from this work is that the transmission line

modeling is reliable, and the general fabrication techniques are in hand and can be used with

some confidence to make infrared filters with a wide range of designed properties: narrow band,

cut-on or cutoff f'dters, beamsplitters, or other devices. A simple scaling of the mesh geometries

and layer spacings allows the shifting of a filter's transmission properties to longer or shorter

wavelengths. The primary current limitation is not in the fabrication steps, but rather in the

absorption of the polyimide substrates, which at wavelengths below 201am becomes unacceptably

large for use in many designs. We have therefore begun an alternative process using

polypropylene films, whose absorption in the infrared is considerably smaller. Our earlier work

on free-standing metal grids _2included techniques for making 3-D metallic structures from

similar patterns, and adding a 3-D (photonic crystal-like) capability to the filter design opens

further avenues of possibility. Because the adjusted Micro-Stripes Program now provides a very

accurate predictor of filter performance, we can tailor the most desirable filter properties by using

a variety of alternative geometrical designs and parameters, coupled with a more complex system

of stacked layers _l. We have already designed innovative infrared filters with very steep cut ons,

>40dB/pm, and simple narrow bandpass filters with AL/'L =5% and good out-of-band blocking.

Thanks to modem computational tools and fabrication technologies, a powerful new class of mid

6
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and far infrared optics can be designed at low cost for the particular needs of individual

instruments or measurements.

We acknowledge many helpful interactions with our colleagues J. Fischer, K. Stewart and B.

Hicks of NRL. M. Greenhouse was an early enthusiast for this design, and we are grateful for his

contributions. H. Moseley made available to us the Micro-Stripes Program, and R. Henry did the

filter measurements. J. Miles produced an early version of the transmission line theory code

which was used to assist with the Micro-Stripes modeling. The first filter made with this general

process was hand assembled at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory's X-Ray Laboratory

by D. Goddard, and his efforts helped to give us the confidence to proceed with the monolithic

processing described here. The program was supported in part by NASA grant NAG5-7394.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the 381am filter structure (polyimide spacers not shown).

top: 2 layers, with inductive gold crosses below (green) and capacitive squares above (red). The

crosses have periodicities of 22pm, cross arm-widths of 3.5pm, and arm-to-arm separations of

9.2pm [in conventional notation: g=221am, 2a=9.21am, 2b= 3.51am]. The squares have

periodicities of 22pm, and separations of 3.5pm [conventional notation: g=22pm, 2a=3.5pm].

bottom: the 3 layer structure, with the third layer of inductive gold crosses in dark green, and first

two layers visible. Precise alignment of the patterns (± 0. lpm) is essential.

Figures 2: The relative surface currents and electric fields on the front of the first metal surface of

the 38pm filter; calculated on-resonance at a frequency of 7.79THz, and with polarized incident

radiation. The difference between the light green and dark blue currents is about 15dB; the

largest surface currents (obtained off-resonance) are about 15dB stronger than these.

Figure 3: Measured and modeled transmission for the 38Bm filter. The secondary peak at 27pm

is well modeled, and is the result of the polyimide layer; the secondary peak at 45pm, and the

transmission tail longward of it, are not well modeled, and their origins are currently under

investigation.

Figure 4: Photograph of the 381am filter film before mounting. The sample was fabricated on a

3" silicon wafer.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Designer Infrared Filters: A New,
Nanotechnology Process to Make Precise IR Filters

using Layered Metal Meshes AppendixB

Howard A. Smith and O. Sternberg (CfA), M. Rebbert, J. Fischer,

K. Stewart, B. Hicks (NRL), M. Greenhouse, and R. Henry (GSFC)

Introduction
We have developed a method of fashioning infrared optics, including I:_lnd-pass and narrow-

band tilte_, and wavelength-_pecffic cut.on aod cutoff fltce_ foc use a_ _ _ _

as about 15urn. _e optical elements cmxstst of predsely allgned ac_d layered stacks of me,at

lattices embedeled in plastic, each lattice formed Of pedo_¢ geometrical pattens designed and

spaced for per tlcula¢ bfframd agplicattons. We are able to model, wl_h reasonabte succes._ the

ne_'-fiekl electromagnetic modes across the me.ilk: bouedade_ and to take _'vantage of

their couplings to tailor the trans_sion In these devices using spacings ar_ geometdes with

d_aensiom very m_h smaller'than a w_-le_g_, in contrast with rno_ convenUoflaL quaaer-

wavelength s4:_ed filters. We use _hods of narmtechnotogy and I_oto_hoor_y to fabrb

care the elemeots fnsm 2-0 go_ lamces on polylmide m pc_y_ and 3-0 sz_cWres

may be possll_. 11_ optical product is a film with pmcbe traosmbsk_ duwactedstlcs, as

weft as _cdent c_ogenk: and handlklg pro_s. The_ Infr'_'t_ I_Ln_ Ke _togous to

submillimeter and millimeter wave filters that use metanic grids Of much _ger dimensions.

Although developed for use in ascronomlcaf Instnm_ent_tior,, such filters are b_oaWy appi]cabJe.

We present the results of computer simulations,fabricatio_ runs, and laborato_/measurernel_;s.

i

Background
Mid-and_.,_m_l (m_eusedto des_nate_ fromapproxltnazelymum to

_o_t _00urn)fllzeeSamreedto helpdeenepeedr,el£thewavekmg_nmgeof respome
of__ O_ab_e e_k_ _ _ h_h,kZ _ zh_p_
_ s0ectra_ ariamc_n_ut-o_a_a _t_ oyog_c_ u
esseca__osuppn_uaf-m_o_ 11_neear_pmvacll_nm_ flluwpeaomum_
isir_a_aingasr_w. ta_c_m_ semWveioframddeu_cwanWst_ne avafbl_.
Na_owbandfll_e_for e_aempte,havte_jbandpas_ _a fewto_msof ixecem,o_ld
actassingle-linesetectlo_fllltmsf_ lower_o_af molul_ tin.ling Imtmmee_ o_ord_

op_mZ_dfor_--_ _ eme_am _ h_ sp_ re_ueon_ k_j_w_

sek,_ve bth_msl_Im am a_lo Imlx_ant. tXKatm_ they om pemOt Wa_Tl_,fm_a_ rmd_l-

wavekmg_Zn_urem_too_,_m_amu_ammm4y,stac_fdL-lecmc_wc_zw_l-_
sho_e_w_vekmg_s,l_zf_ In ternFIRI_cameof d_lim_edrm_ _lt_k:e_ _ _ _
wo.'qk_g with a0t_c m_ amd the i_ stal_ily _'_,Aclt stacks of 11_ Sp_lm_l

_yen un_r _f oyog_c o_ng odoog-Um_exposure_omo_ur_
A plo_ed_g a(temi_a_ dNIgn for thele lt_n_rs w_ Inves-

Og_,d _ u_-,h(_),wh_ur,edo_ rash gadsmad_of w_,s

or crosses. Such gdds tyVtcNl_/come in two forms, _aeled B+ +accocdtng to theirelect_r_gMdctramm,_a_t_lk_etl_o_

anak>_: ind_tive meshe_ which am be f_,-slandle_ and _e

t,A_ formedfrom_ om_go_l p_tem of narrowwi_-s,md _ ,;,,capacitiveme_he_wNd_aeethem_e_elc Imm_e0f indu_ve .= -
meshesand, a_ a niluS, am a _erl_s of fatal _qoamswOk_ ===

_ be SUl_l_ by a subsua_ maceriaf such aa I_y_ak_e .....

filr_ Slmple a_Hhap_ aru_r_dubl_d 're.am oozes"

becawe tt_-x_ geom_._ _ _e_l_ amkx_o_ m _
superpo_0n_f I_um_e md _ g_ds.am akobe_her
fr_e-m_nd_g('lnduc_ _not ('amacirive'__ naeu_e.Flgu_

definesthe_ ThemeU_db analogousto_a_ used
in sub-rnBmeter f_ers (2).

New Filters: The Challenges
There are at least four challenges to fabricating improved infrared filters:

{ 1} improving spec_rad performance, while obtaining reliable processing and h_gh yle/ds;

(2] identify ways of precisely spacing the thin layers wit hour introducing excessively abso_bption;

(3) perfect the actual fabrication step_ including the alignment control between layers;

{4) develop computer models that accurately wedict the final products.

We have achieved reasonable successes in alt these areas , and to date we have made filters for

the 30 um band, and have modeled and fabricated a bandpass filter centered at 38_m using gold

lattiCes photo-lithographiCally deposited onto/ayered polytm_de _ac_

Photo of the 38urn filter film before

moumlng. Sample was fabricated

on a 3" silicon wafer.

Measured (red) and modeled (green)

transmission of the 38urn filter.

m

The Solutions

Future Work

..... _- Fk3we 4:TW_fllt_ des_nsund_ study

F_gum2:O_lgn o_the cummt. 3-1a,/_38urnt_:l_ducttw
crosse&ca_acJuwgnd_ and tnduG_e cmsse_Tom_o of

the I_; _ _heseto/thlee lay_ "fhei_s _e spa(e_

by -aamtx_/30 t hlclmes_, ofgolylrr_de(notshow_).

F_un_3:_ sur_a_tcunems m the rrmU_a_dthe e_'1 f_
_kl£ Z the po_k_n o_the f_sl nze._ _urfKt. Left:off

resona_ r_t:c_ _esoe_n_e._a_cu_ak_nsbythe k_cn_

_zkpe_pro_rar_

(1) R Ulrich, Infra_z(iP_y_t_ 7_37,65 (1_67)
(2) l_lnezal, Intrar_,d Phy_, 34, 549,(1_)
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